# Track Mats & Sorbent Pads

**“Uniting, Innovation, Engineering, Manufacturing and Distribution”**

## Track Mat - Coldform2
- **PRD16185004-19**
  - 19” x 100’ for outside of track.
  - Qty 1 = 1 case (2 rolls per case).
- **PRD16185004-57**
  - 57” x 100’ for inside of track.
  - Qty 1 = 1 case (1 roll per case).
- **PRD16185004-SET**
  - 1 case of both sizes.

## Sorbent Socks
**Maintenance & Oil Only**
- **PRD16185036-O**
  - 3 Inch Diameter x 4 Foot length.
  - 30 socks per case
  - **WHITE** - absorbs oil only
- **PRD16185036-WO**
  - 3 Inch Diameter x 4 Foot length
  - 30 socks per case
  - **GREY** - absorbs oil and water

## Sorbent Pads and Rolls
**Oil-Only Medium Weight**
- **PRD16185035-PAD**
  - 15 inch x 18 inch pad
  - 100 pads per case
  - **WHITE** - absorbs oil only
- **PRD16185035-ROLL**
  - 30 inch x 150 foot roll
  - **WHITE** - absorbs oil only
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